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generated by various graph theoreti matries, but leaves other pa-rameters unstudied. In this paper, we take a loser look at some ofthose unstudied parameters and at some related parameters.1 IntrodutionLet G = (V;E) be a simple graph on n verties having m edges. For anyvertex v 2 V , the open neighborhood of v, denoted N(v), is the set of allverties adjaent to v. The losed neighborhood of v, denoted N [v℄, is theset N(v) [ fvg. For a subset S � V , the open neighborhood of S, denotedN(S), is de�ned by N(S) = [v2SN(v); similarly, we de�ne N [S℄ = [v2SN [v℄to be the losed neighborhood of S.A set S � V is an independent set if no two verties in S are adjaent,and D is a dominating set if N [D℄ = V . In other words, a set D is domi-nating if every vertex in V is either in D or adjaent to a vertex in D. Themaximum and minimum sizes of a maximal (see Setion 3 for an explana-tion of maximal) independent set are denoted �0(G) and i(G), respetively.Also, we denote the maximum and minimum sizes of a minimal dominatingset by �(G) and (G), respetively. When the graph is not in question, wesimply write �0; i;�, or .In 1959 Gallai [5℄ published the following theorem whih bears his name.In this theorem �0, alled the vertex independene number, is as de�nedabove, and �0, the vertex overing number, is the size of a smallest setS � V suh that every edge in the graph is inident with at least onevertex in S.Theorem 1 (Gallai's Theorem) For any graph G of order n having noisolates, �0 + �0 = n.Over the last twenty years, many results similar to Gallai's Theoremhave been observed [3℄. These theorems are referred to as \Gallai Theo-rems" and usually have the form:�+ � = n;where � and � are integer-valued minimum or maximum funtions orre-sponding to some property of a graph on n verties. Refer to [7, 12, 10, 3℄for examples of Gallai Theorems.
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2 Using Linear and Integer Programming toDesribe Graph ParametersFollowing Slater's desription [17℄ , we may de�ne many graph subset pa-rameters in terms of linear programs (LP) and integer programs (IP).Graph theoreti minimization (maximization) problems an be modelledin terms of LP/IP problems using the adjaeny matrix, A, the losedneighborhood matrix, N , and the inidene matrix, H . For instane, S � Vis a dominating set if jN [vi℄ \ Sj � 1 for 1 � i � n, and S is a (vertex)independent set if, for any (vi; vj) 2 E, vi and vj are not both in S. Thedomination number, , and the vertex independene number, �0, an bede�ned by the following IP's:(G) = minimize nXi=1 xisubjet to Nx � 1nxi 2 f0; 1g 1 � i � n:�0(G) = maximize nXi=1 xisubjet to HTx � 1mxi 2 f0; 1g 1 � i � n:Let M be a k � h matrix M = [mji℄ and let rj = hXi=1mji and LM =[r1; r2; : : : ; rm℄T . Also, let  = (1; : : : ; h) be the h-tuple of objetive fun-tion oeÆients and b = (b1; : : : ; bk) be the k-tuple of onstraint oeÆ-ients. For any 0-1 matrix M and Y � R+ , Slater shows that at mosteight parameters for a given graph an be generated by looking at the du-als and omplementations of a given primal problem P . He alls this theDual/Complementation 8-yle.P : min hXi=1 ixi max kXi=1 bixis.t. Dual s.t.Mx � b  ! MTx � xi 2 Y 1 � i � h xi 2 Y 1 � i � kl Comp. Comp. l3



max hXi=1 ixi min kXi=1 bixis.t. s.t.Mx � LM � b MTx � LMT � xi 2 Y 1 � i � h xi 2 Y 1 � i � kl Dual Dual lmin kXi=1(LM � b)ixi max hXi=1(LMT � )ixis.t. s.t.MTx �  MTx � bxi 2 Y 1 � i � k xi 2 Y 1 � i � hl Comp. Comp. lmax kXi=1(LM � b)ixi min hXi=1(LMT � )ixis.t. Dual s.t.MTx � LMT �   ! Mx � LM � bxi 2 Y 1 � i � k xi 2 Y 1 � i � hIn [17℄, Slater de�nes several of the parameters generated by usingM =A;H , and N , but other parameters are left unstudied. In setion 4, we takea loser look at some of these unstudied parameters.First, we adopt notation similar to that of Slater. Let us abbreviatethe following two linear programs as (M;min; ; b; Y ) and (M;max; ; b; Y ),respetively.P1 : minimize hXi=1 ixisubjet to Mx � bxi 2 Y 1 � i � hP2 : maximize kXi=1 ixisubjet to Mx � bxi 2 Y 1 � i � k4



3 De�nitionsLet P be a property of subsets of V . A set S having property P is alleda P -set. We say that P is a hereditary property if every subset of a P -set S has property P . Likewise, P is superhereditary if every superset ofS has property P . Also, a set S is a minimal (maximal) P -set if S hasthe property P and every S0 � S (S0 � S) does not have the property P .Additionally, a set S is a 1-minimal (1-maximal) P -set if S has the propertyP and for every vertex v 2 S (v 2 (V � S)), S � fvg (S [ fvg) is not aP -set. Certainly, minimal (maximal) P -sets are 1-minimal (1-maximal)P -sets, but the onverse is not neessarily true. Haynes, Hedetniemi, andSlater [6℄ noted when the two onepts are equivalent.Proposition 2 Let G be a graph and let Ph be a hereditary property. Thena set S is a maximal P -set if and only if S is a 1-maximal Ph-set.Likewise, let Ps be a superhereditary property. Then a set S is a minimalPs-set if and only if S is a 1-minimal Ps-set.Various types of domination may be reated by plaing additional re-quirements on a dominating set. For example, if S � V is a dominating setand ifi) the indued subgraph hSi is onneted, then S is a onneted domi-nating set (Sampathkumar and Walikar [14℄);ii) hSi ontains no isolates, then we say that S is a total dominating set(Cokayne, Dawes, and Hedetniemi [2℄);iii) for all u 2 V � S, there exists a vertex v 2 S suh that uv 2 E anddeg(v) � deg(u), then S is alled a strong dominating set, and S isa weak dominating set if, for all u 2 V � S, there exists a vertexv 2 S suh that uv 2 E and deg(v) � deg(u) (Pushpa Latha andSampathkumar [14℄).We introdue the following domination onept in this paper. If S is adominating set suh that jN [x℄ \ Sj � deg(x) for all x 2 V , then we saythat S is a degree-dominating set. We also de�ne S � V to be a fdeg� kg-dominating set if jN [x℄\Sj � deg(x)�k+1 for all x 2 V and k = 1; 2; : : : ; Æ.Notie that fdeg � 1g-domination is our ordinary degree-domination.The parameters �;�t;�s;�w;�d;�d�k and ; t; s; w; d; d�k de-note the maximum and minimum sizes of the various types of minimal dom-inating sets, that is, onneted, total, strong, weak, degree-, and fdeg�kg-dominating, respetively.Additionally, note that eah of the di�erent domination properties issuperhereditary.A set S � V (G) is a(n): 5



i) restrained set if V � S has no isolated verties;ii) o-onneted set if V � S is onneted;iii) enlaveless set if, for all v 2 S, N(v) \ (V � S) 6= ? [18℄;iv) weak enlaveless set if, for all v 2 S, there exists a vertex w 2 V � Ssuh that vw 2 E(G) and deg(v) � deg(w);v) strong enlaveless set if, for all v 2 S, there exists a vertex w 2 V �Ssuh that vw 2 E(G) and deg(v) � deg(w);vi) 2-paking of G if for distint u; v 2 S, d(u; v) > 2;vii) k-restrited set if for every u 2 V , jN [u℄ \ Sj � k. Notie that a1-restrited set S � V is idential to a 2-paking of G.Let 	r and  r denote the maximum and minimum ardinalities of amaximal restrained enlaveless set, respetively, and let 	 and   de-note the maximum and minimum sizes of a maximal o-onneted enlave-less set of G, respetively. Let the maximum ardinality of a weak andstrong dominating set be denoted by 	w and 	s, respetively;  w ( s) isthe minimum ardinality of a maximal weak (strong) enlaveless set. Wedenote the maximum ardinality of a k-restrited set by Tk(G); similarly,the minimum ardinality of a maximal k-restrited set is denoted by �k(G).Meir and Moon [11℄ de�ned the 2-paking number of G to be the max-imum ardinality of a 2-paking of G, denoted P2(G). Similarly, the mini-mum ardinality of a maximal 2-paking of G is denoted by p2(G).Notie that 2-pakings, k-restrited, restrained enlaveless, and o-on-neted enlaveless sets are all hereditary properties.4 Main ResultsIf a set S is a minimal P1-set if and only if V �S is a maximal P2-set, thenwe say that properties P1 and P2 form a Gallai pair. Observe that P1 issuperhereditary if and only if P2 is hereditary.Theorem 3 The following are Gallai pairs for a onneted graph:(i) total domination and restrained enlaveless;(ii) onneted domination and o-onneted enlaveless;(iii) strong domination and weak enlaveless;(iv) weak domination and strong enlaveless;6



(v) fdeg � kg-domination and k-restrited.ProofWe prove only (i) as the proofs of (ii) - (v) are similar.Suppose S1 is a minimal total dominating set. Sine S1 is a dominatingset, V � S1 must be enlaveless, and, sine S1 is a total dominating set,V � S1 is also restrained.Conversely, suppose S2 is a maximal restrained enlaveless set. Sine S2is enlaveless, V �S2 dominates S2, and, sine S2 is also restrained, V �S2doesn't ontain any isolates. Therefore, V � S2 is a total dominating set.Thus, we see that V � S1 is atually a maximal restrained enlavelessset and V � S2 is a minimal total dominating set. �It is easy to see that the sizes of the smallest minimal P1-set and thelargest maximal P2-set sum to n; additionally, the sizes of the largest min-imal P1-set and the smallest maximal P2-set sum to n. Thus, we have thefollowing theorem. Note that (vi) follows from the fat that a 1-restritedset is simply a 2-paking.Theorem 4 For any onneted graph G of order n,(i) t +	r = �t +  r = n;(ii)  +	 = � +   = n;(iii) s +	w = �s +  w = n;(iv) w +	s = �w +  s = n;(v) d�k + Tk = �d�k + �k = n;(vi) d + P2 = �d + p2 = n.The total domination parameter t is de�ned as (A;min; 1n; 1n; f0; 1g),and its omplement, 	r, is de�ned as (A;max; 1n; D� 1n; f0; 1g), where Dis the n�1 degree vetor (i.e., the ith omponent of D is the degree of vertexvi). The parameter d�k is de�ned by the program (N;min; 1n; kn; f0; 1g),and its omplement, Tk, is de�ned as (N;max; 1n; D � kn + 1n; f0; 1g).Not all of the parameters under onsideration are assoiated with anobvious linear program. In partiular, onneted domination is diÆult todesribe by an LP. Also, neither strong nor weak domination is assoiatedwith an obvious linear program.We an generalize Theorem 4 using the onept of weighted domination.Weighted domination parameters are studied in [13, 4, 9℄, for example.To illustrate, we expand on Theorem 4 (i). Assign to every vertex va positive integer-valued weight w(v). For a set S � V (G), we de�new(S) =Xv2Sw(v). We an now de�ne the following parameters:7



wt (G) = min fw(S) : S is a total dominating set of G g.	wr (G) = max fw(S) : S is a restrained enlaveless set of G g.Note that wt an be formulated as the LP (A;min; w; 1n; f0; 1g). Also,	wr (G) is formulated as the omplement to the program for wt (G) as(A;max;W;D � 1n; f0; 1g).Sine total domination forms a Gallai pair with restrained enlaveless,we have the following orollary.Corollary 5 For any graph G with no isolates, wt + 	wr = �wt +  wr =w(V ).In the speial ase of weighted domination in whih the weight funtionfor verties in a graph G is de�ned by w(v) = 1, we simply arrive atTheorem 4 (v). If w(v) = deg(v) � k, the summation of the weights of allverties in G is w(V ) = 2m � kn, where m = jE(G)j and n = jV (G)j, asusual.Corollary 6 For any graph G with no isolates and the weight funtion wde�ned for eah vertex v 2 V (G) by w(v) = deg(v)�k, k 2 [0; 1; 2; : : : ; Æ�1℄,wt +	wr = 2m� kn.Referenes[1℄ J.R.S. Blair, S.M. Hedetniemi, S.T. Hedetniemi, R. Laskar, and H.B.Walikar, Generalized vertex overs in graphs, to appear.[2℄ E. Cokayne, R. Dawes, and S.T. Hedetniemi, Total domination ingraphs, Networks 10 (1980), 211-219.[3℄ E. Cokayne, S.T. Hedetniemi, and R. Laskar, Gallai theorems forgraphs, hypergraphs, and set systems, Disrete Math. 72 (1988), 35-47.[4℄ P. Dankelmann, D. Rautenbah and L. Volkmann, Weighted domina-tion, manusript. (2001).[5℄ T. Gallai, �Uber extreme Punkt{ und Kantenmengen, Ann. Univ. Si.Budapest. E�otv�os Set. Math. 2 (1959), 133-138.[6℄ T. Haynes, S.T. Hedetniemi, and P. Slater, Fundamentals of Domina-tion in Graphs. Marel Dekker, In., New York, 1998.[7℄ S.T. Hedetniemi, Hereditary properties of graphs, Journal of Combi-natorial Theory. Series B 14 (1973), 94-99.8
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